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The detector
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The events
Neutrinos interact with nuclei 
in ice

Charged products induce 
Cherenkov light production in 
shape of track (muon 
neutrino) or cascade

Properties of the incoming 
neutrino such as direction, 
energy and flavor can be 
reconstructed
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Indirect detection of DM

IceCube can search for excesses or defects of neutrinos by observing the fluxes 
incoming from interesting areas



Dark matter in the Galaxy
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Dark matter in the Galaxy

Evidence of dark matter in the Galaxy

If dark matter can self-annihilate (ex. WIMP) or decay, we expect 
signal from high dark matter density regions

We can search both the center and 
the halo

In the plot, Ψ is the angular distance
from the center of the galaxy
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Dark matter in the Galaxy

Combined Search for dark matter from the centre of the Galaxy with 
IceCube and ANTARES

ArXiv: 2003.06614

ANTARES

The two binned likelihoods are 
combined in one:

The signal fraction μ that 
minimizes the likelihood is found.
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Dark matter in the Galaxy

Combined Search for dark matter from the centre of the Galaxy with 
IceCube and ANTARES

ArXiv: 2003.06614
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Dark matter in the Galaxy

New search for dark matter from the centre of the Galaxy with 
IceCube

New features:
● using 3D PDFs,  opening 
    angle,energy and particle
    identication
● New data selection suited

for low energy analyses
(1-1000 GeV)

PoS(ICRC2021)524
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Dark matter in the Galaxy

Search for neutrinos from decaying dark matter with IceCube

PeV-mass decaying dark matter.

Test if a dark matter component can improve
the IceCube neutrino flux description

Cascades

Tracks

Two independent analyses:
- Tracks (muon neutrinos)
- Cascades (electron neutrinos)
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Dark matter in the Galaxy

Search for neutrinos from decaying dark matter with IceCube
The combined limit

Published: EPJ C 78 (2018)
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Dark matter in the Galaxy

Whole sky Dark Matter analysis using Low Energy Cascades

Search for mono-energetic signal, in the channel χχ → νν
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Dark matter in the Galaxy

Low mass dark matter with IceCube Upgrade

PoS(ICRC2019)506 
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Dark matter in the Galaxy

Dark Matter Neutrino Scattering in the Galactic Centre with IceCube

PoS(ICRC2021)569
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Dark matter in the Galaxy… and beyond

Neutrinos from Decaying Dark Matter in Galaxy Clusters and Galaxies

PoS(ICRC2021)506



Dark matter from 
the Sun & the Earth
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Dark Matter from the Sun and the Earth

Rate at the 
detector

Capture rate

Annihilation rate ΓA

Solution:

Equilibrium time:

Sun: equilibrium reached
Earth: equilibrium not reached
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Dark Matter from the Sun and the Earth

Velocity independent constraints on spin-dependent DM-nucleon 
interactions from IceCube and PICO

ArXiv: 1907.12509
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Dark Matter from the Sun and the Earth

Search for secluded dark matter in the Sun

A light metastable mediator that 
escapes the Sun can significantly 
increase the high energy neutrino flux

PoS(ICRC2021)521
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Dark Matter from the Sun and the Earth

New software package Χaroν1 (Charon) for WIMP simulation

[1] ArXiv: 2007.15010
[2] ArXiv: 2007:15001 

Can reproduce WimpSim

Implementation of new BRW2 
model including electro-weak 
corrections
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Dark Matter from the Sun and the Earth

Solar WIMP Annihilation Search

● Binned likelihood search
● Using new software Χaroν
● New improved sensitivities using 

BRW model
● Three selections for low, medium 

(work in progress) and high 
energy

● Large improvements with respect 
to previous analyses

● HE part unblinded

PoS(ICRC2021)020

IceCube preliminary

https://github.com/icecube/charon/tree/master/charon
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Dark Matter from the Sun and the Earth

Non-Standard Dark Matter-Nucleon Interactions with IceCube

Constraining effective theory (JCAP 02 (2013) 004)parameters

PoS(ICRC2021)522
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Dark Matter from the Sun and the Earth

Non-Standard Dark Matter-Nucleon Interactions with IceCube

PoS(ICRC2021)522
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Dark Matter from the Sun and the Earth

Non-Standard Dark Matter-Nucleon Interactions with IceCube

PoS(ICRC2021)522
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Dark Matter from the Sun and the Earth

Search for dark matter form the center of the Earth
No equilibrium between capture and annihilation
An assumption on <σAv> must be made

PoS(ICRC2021)526 
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Summary

- Neutrinos are a probe for dark matter models

- IceCube is an important player in the worldwide effort in 
search for dark matter

- New promising results are expected soon

- Searches in new phase spaces and on new models are on 
their way



Thank you for your attention
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